In fact, a special talent for integrating the three was perhaps his greatest professional strength. These qualities and others, such as absence of pedantry and an obvious interest in the welfare of his students, made him very popular as a professor, in large classes and small advanced ones (some held in his home where beer could be employed as a lubricant for discussion) and as a graduate advisor. In the latter capacity he guided about 20 ornithological students to advanced degrees. His style of guidance fostered independence on the part of his students; he customarily provided advice and encouragement only when they were sought, but unstintingly and effectively on those occasions. Under such treatment, I and others could feel confident that our accomplishments were mainly due to our own efforts but that if we needed help with a problem, Starker could be counted on to provide it.
Even though publications reporting results
Many professors perform well in the classroom, skillfully guide advanced students, and develop well-balanced curricula, but few communicate outside of the ivory tower of academ- and natural environments are emphasized in cogent, persuasive discussion. Finally, the 15 chapters of "The California Quail" include some with a historical ecological perspective, others that are technical and of principal interest to the highly trained biologist, one of appeal mainly to the practical manager, and still others for the hunter and the person who simply likes to see and appreciate quail. Thus, he specifically addressed each group of readers with a particular interest in quail, but the style of exposition is such that all chapters are readable by all. In certain portions Starker exhibited sensitivity and eloquence reminiscent of those
